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A Tribute to Honey
Talk to anyone around the farm and they have a story to tell you about Honey’s Echo Rose, aka Honey. Honey was
donated to the program in 2003 as a 5-year-old draft cross after she was born in Canada. She was born on a farm that
provided urine from pregnant mares for the manufacture of the female hormone drug, Premarin. The down side to this
production was the many foals that were born and had no homes. She was purchased “by the pound” through a rescue
organization out of California. Pennsylvania resident, Stella Jennings, who had adopted other horses from the rescue had
told them she wanted a horse with different coloring. Honey’s coloring is called a rose roan. So, Honey found her home in
Pennsylvania as a 6 month old. Thankfully, the drug manufacturer now makes the product using synthetic materials.
In Honey’s early days, she didn’t play well with others and always had a private paddock. She was arguably the smartest
horse in the barn, always waiting for just the right moment, when the handler/feeder wasn’t paying attention, and she
would push her way out of the stall to get to the grass. Even the most seasoned veterans have a story to tell about Honey
getting to the grass. Despite her antics in the barn, she was, without question, one of the most patient horses. She was
good to her students; when they needed a moment to compose, she was happy to wait. If she wasn’t sure what the rider
was asking, she tried to guess. She was fearless on the trail and was an all-around go-to horse at the farm.
It is hard to comprehend the frailty of these large creatures. When a horse gets abdominal pain, it is referred to as colic.
On December 23, Honey suffered a serious colic and despite the veterinarian’s very best efforts, was unable to be saved.
She was a friend and a partner to many and will not soon be forgotten. Rest easy our dear friend. a

Remembering Honey

Autism Fall Festival

The 2nd Annual Autism Fall Festival was held on October 17 at the
Child Guidance Resource Center’s Fellowship Farm in Pottstown.
The event was postponed from the October 3 date due to a
hurricane passing through
the area!
The event rebounded well
with great attendance by
the community, many of
whom visited the horses of
Sebastian Riding Associates.
This year, Shey, Diamond,
and Sebastian were the
greeters to the many families
attending the event. Visitors
groomed, hugged, and
bestowed them with many
kisses and delighted in their
equine experience.
It was such an honor to be one of many providers of various
services in attendance. This was a highlight for the attendees but
also for the many volunteers and staff who helped make this day
possible. It is so rewarding to share this experience with others! u

IMPORTANT VOLUNTEER UPDATE

Certification Requirements for SRA Volunteers

Volunteering requires a Criminal History Check & Child Abuse Clearance.
Who needs certifications? As of August 25, 2015, Volunteer Adults (18+) registering for a
position as a volunteer with Sebastian Riding Associates.
What if I am already volunteering? If you were approved as a volunteer before August 25,
2015, and do not have certifications (because you previously were not required to obtain
certifications), you have until July 1, 2016, to obtain your certifications.
Can I use clearance certifications I obtained for my other activities? Yes, any person who
obtained their certifications within the previous 60 months (5 years) may serve in a volunteer
capacity for any program, activity, or service. Please submit a copy to Sebastian Riding
Associates.
Can Volunteers obtain free certifications? Yes. Contact Cyndi MacFarland
(sebastianvol@verizon.net).
Which certifications are needed? All prospective volunteers must obtain the following
certifications:
• Child Abuse History certification from the Department of Human Services (Child Abuse)
• Report of criminal history from the Pennsylvania State Police
• If the volunteer has not been a resident of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for
the entirety of the previous 10 years, a fingerprint-based federal criminal history (FBI)
submitted through the Pennsylvania State Police (cost is $25.75 to $27.50)
Child Abuse Clearance can be obtained through the Child Welfare Portal,
https://www.compass.state.pa.us/cwis/public/home
Criminal History Check can be obtained through https://epatch.state.pa.us
FBI Fingerprint Criminal History Clearance can be obtained by registering on
https://www.pa.cogentid.com
For more information and to apply for clearance certifications visit: www.keepkidssafe.pa.gov.

From Blue to White

SRA Trailer Restoration Eagle Scout Project

by Daniel Gauntlett, Troop 14, Telford
For my Eagle Scout project, I chose SRA because I admire the work that SRA does to help
people with disabilities. I first visited SRA through a field trip that was organized by an SRA
family when I was little. After that visit, my family has visited SRA many times throughout
the years to haul away the composted horse manure for our garden. I was excited when
Chris and Jenny told me that they had a project for me; their blue horse trailer was rusty
and could use a new coat of paint. In the end, the rusty, blue trailer would be transformed
to gleaming white.
Thirteen boy scouts and five adults volunteered from Boy Scout Troop 14, Telford, to work
on the trailer. Ace Hardware,
Harleysville, donated paint and
provided a discount on primer. The
first day of the project involved using
paint scrapers and wire brushes to
remove rust from the trailer. The
second day of the project consisted
of taping and using foam roller
brushes and smaller hand brushes
to paint the interior and exterior
with primer. On the third day, the
trailer got its final coat of white
paint. Unfortunately, it started
to rain when we just finished the
trailer’s final coat of paint. Luckily,
Farrand’s Automotive, Norristown,
let the trailer stay in its garage
overnight to dry. Now SRA will
be able to use the restored horse
trailer for many years to come. r

Meet the Volunteer
Ruth Swartz
{in her own words}

Twenty-four years ago, I first came to
Sebastian Riding Associates, looking for
a way to combine my love of horses and
children. I did not have children of my own,
so I had some free time. After a year and
half, I found myself pregnant with my first
son, and I had to take a leave of absence
from volunteering. Well, 16 years later, I
realized my two teenage sons wouldn’t
notice if I wasn’t home one night a week.
After all, they had video games, and
Domino’s delivers.
During the day I teach second graders
reading, math, science, social studies,
and the importance of using tissues. I
love my second grade students, but I also
love coming to Sebastian. When I leave
the school, I can leave behind the stress
of test scores, lesson plans and emails
from parents. I can put away my “teacher”
clothes and put on my barn clothes. I am
transformed from Mrs. Swartz to Miss
Ruth, and I can let someone else be the
teacher. I don’t have to grade papers at
Sebastian, I can simply help the riders
learn to love the horses as much as I do.
!Our riders are wonderful teachers in their
own way. They teach us what is important:
there are many different abilities, enjoy
each moment, every day is a gift. They
demonstrate how they trust their horses,
they trust their leaders, side walkers, and
instructors.
Our horses teach us that you don’t have
to speak to communicate. They can tell
us exactly how they are feeling without
saying a word. Their ears can say “I’m
interested, I’m listening to you, and “I
don’t like that at all.” Their sighs can
simply say “I am happy.”
I love being a teacher of small children,
but I also love helping to teach our special
students and working with the horses at
Sebastian. The question of the day: Who is
teaching whom? i

Astronomical Star Party
by Larry Tancini

On December 5, 2015, John Ickler, Tom Kilfeather, and I took Sebastian and friends
on a tour of the Universe.
Our tour — an Astronomical Star Party — started at 6:30 p.m. with a Space
Odyssey PowerPoint presentation, which included a tour of the universe, tour of Neptune, cosmological
terms, how to view through a telescope, and simple viewing rules to follow during the Star Party.
Telescope viewing began after our presentation. We boarded our telescope spaceships, blasted off
from Earth, and zoomed through the solar system. Our first stop was Neptune, one of the giant planets
and the 8th planet out from our sun.
Leaving Neptune and our solar system, we headed further into our galaxy (Milky Way) and aimed for
the Double Cluster, two beautiful open clusters of stars that are very close together in Perseus. An open
cluster is a gathering of stars spread out. Other open star clusters visited during our Milky Way tour
were Pleiades, famous galactic open star cluster in Taurus, and a star cluster located in Cygnus.
Still zooming through our Milky Way Galaxy, we visited the globular star clusters (densely packed ball
of stars) M31 and M92 in Hercules. Before leaving our galaxy we stopped at three nebulae (glowing
clouds of interstellar gas and dust), Blue Snowball, Ring, and Orion.
Leaving our galaxy, we accelerated our telescope spaceships to warp speed, which enabled us to
travel millions of light years (one light year equals 6 trillion miles) through interstellar space. Our last
stop was the Andromeda Galaxy (a galaxy is a huge collection of billions, if not trillions, of stars). The
Andromeda Galaxy is 2.5 million light years from Earth and contains 1 trillion stars. This was our final
stop in the universe. Our telescope space ships fired our antimatter engines, returned to warp speed,
and headed for home, Earth.
On May 21, we shall host another astronomical star party. Our tour will take us through the solar
system and visit Jupiter, Saturn, Mars and the Moon. Peace and prosper. See you then!

Save the Date: SRA STAR PARTY! May 21, 7:30 - 11 p.m.
Weather permitting — clear skies are essential!
Contact Chris Hanebury for details @ 610-489-3741.

Riding Free™ Program Research and
Outcomes Presented at APHA
by Dené Mitchell; MPH, CCRP

Sebastian Riding Associates and the Riding
Free™ program were in the national
spotlight during the American Public Health
Association’s (APHA) 2015 Annual Conference
in Chicago, IL. As the nation’s leading public
health organization, APHA’s mission is improve
the health of the public and achieve equity in
health status with values that reflect beliefs
from various public health disciplines in over
40 countries.

It was truly an honor and humbling to present
our research and program outcomes for this
work, which Christine Hanebury and I are so
passionate about. Our academic partner and
coauthor, Dr. Andrea Crivelli-Kovach, PhD,
MA, CHES, also accompanied us during our
exhibitions. If you would like to read the two
abstracts online, simply go to https://apha.
confex.com/apha/143am/webprogram/start.
html, and search for “Riding Free™.” In addition,
hard copies of the abstracts are available in the
SRA office.

A typical APHA annual conference brings
together over 12,000 public health advocates Thank you to SRA and all of the volunteers
to present new research, educate, and share who have helped the Riding Free™ program
experiences. Through a peer-review process, succeed, grow, and help so many children
two Riding Free™ abstracts were reviewed realize their worth and potential– we could not
and selected from among thousands of do it without your support!
submissions. “Program Development and
Interim Evaluation of Riding Free™: Equine
Therapy for Children Diagnosed with PostTraumatic Stress Disorder” was presented
during a round table setting, and “Riding Free™
Pilot Study, an Equine Therapy Program for
Children Diagnosed with Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder: Analysis of the PedsQL and Parent
Report of Post-Traumatic Symptoms (PROPS)”
was presented in a poster session.

New Faces at SRA

If you are here on Sunday mornings, you
undoubtedly will hear the hearty laugh, feel
the great energy, and see the big smile of
Noelle Sluslarski. She is “the blessed mother
of 4 children
who started
volunteering
6 years ago
because of a
love of horses
and children.”
Noelle shares
that she is
grateful for
the staff, the
students, and horses that make life richer.

MIke Beard grew up in and still lives close by
Chester County. He was fortunate to find SRA
4 years ago after a 3-month crash course in
horseback riding. Now he wants to know and
learn everything he can about these gentle
creatures. He has worked up through the ranks
at SRA as a side-walker and leader during
lessons. Many times he’s felt as if the lesson
was as much for him as for the student. He
has been blessed to work with many talented
instructors
and looks
forward
to many
adventures
and super
fun times at
SRA.

...and around the barn
Gunner is a 15-year-old Paint gelding, who used
to be a cow horse living in the plains of North
Dakota. He even has a notch in his ear where
he sustained some frost bite at some point. He
somehow made his way
to the East Coast where
he was living on a farm
in Birdsboro. His gentle
nature and relaxed
attitude make him a
perfect candidate our
program. He was not
used to being a pet
before he came to
SRA, but he’s enjoying
his new role and has
come a long way!
Teddie is a 12-year-old Haflinger gelding. Prior
to coming to SRA, Teddie was the pleasure and
trail riding horse of a local woman who taught
him how to do lots of things like sidepassing,
which he will happily
demonstrate for you!
Teddie is his own
biggest fan, a silly guy
who hates to miss
out on anything!
He is good friends
with Oreo and you
will often see them
grooming each other
or bathing in the sun
together.

Did you know...

Summer 2016 Traveling Show Schedule
The summer show schedule has been put together for those
interested in attending. Please watch your email for details for
cost and sign-up information. Dates are listed here:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Saturday, May 14 – Buxmont
Sunday, May 22 – 4-H Timber Trotters
Saturday, May 28 – Devon @ Thorncroft
Fri-Sun, June 3-5 – Special Olympics Penn State
Tuesday June 14 – BCHP Dressage Schooling Show
Sunday, July 10 – Good Fellowship
Sunday, August 14 – Good Fellowship
Tuesday, August 23 – BCHP Dressage Schooling Show
Sat-Sun, September 17-18 – Student Show

• October (date TBD) – Farmer’s Union Fun Show

Contact Kellen Kissenger or Cyndi MacFarland at
sebastianriding@verizon.net or 610-489-3741.

Fall Horse Show 2015

Everyone knows the board game Candy Land, right? What better theme
for the 2015 All Student Horse Show? We had several really talented
volunteers transforming the arena into our own Candy Land board. A big
shout out goes to the creative parents who came up with candy-covered
costumes and Candy Land princesses!
Believe it or not, our Sebastian riders had to steer their trusty steeds
through the Lollipop Woods and into a Gingerbread House. Then they
negotiated the Chocolate Swamp and made it over the Gumdrop Pass. The
Rainbow Trail and Plum Tree wrapped up the course!
This year we had 64 students who participated in the trail classes on
Saturday and had a blast! Each obstacle had a total possible score and
it was up to our staff instructor and trail judge Jessica Moldofsky to
determine which team of horse and rider provided the “cleanest” ride.”
(“Cleanest” in horse lingo means steering through the obstacle without
touching the obstacle and at the same time making it look easy!)
We had 19 students show on dressage day. So much talent! The dressage
riders had to walk and trot their horses through a complicated pattern
where every turn and straight line was worth a certain number of points
towards the final score. Every rider did their best, and all the Sebastian
horses were on their best behavior. Our guest judge, Dawn Corrado, was
very impressed with Sebastian and mentioned that she hoped to be
invited back in the future to judge another show!
The Student Horse Show is also the when we present our student, staff,
and volunteer excellence awards. There are so many deserving candidates
and the selection process is so incredibly difficult. This year the Suzie
Anders Award was presented to student, Scotty Koval; Suzanne Rampley
staff award was presented to
Jessica Moldofsky, and Frank Viall Jr
volunteer award was presented to
Jeff Lesitsky. Kudos to all, very much
deserved!
As always, thank you so much to the
many instructors, staff, volunteers,
families and students who make our
All Student Horse Show possible!
And get ready — next year’s theme
is...Enchanted Garden! Dust off your
fairy wings and look forward to seeing
a few unicorns in the fall! u

...if you are a member of Thrivent Financial, your Choice Dollars
can be directed to Sebastian Riding Associates.
...a Dine and Donate to benefit our Special Olympics program has
been scheduled at the Metropolitan in Horsham on July 14. Please
come out and join us and support our Special Olympic Athletes!
...the 11th Annual Legs for Lindsey is scheduled for August 10 and
will once again be held at SEI Investments in Oaks with the race
route along the Perkiomen Trail. Mark your calendars!
...a new obstacle has been added to the sensory trail, which has
been completed by Brook Buck of Buck Landscaping and SEI
employees and has been funded by The Montgomery County
Foundation. They join the Genuardi Family Foundation and CCRES
in making the sensory trail a reality!
...the Hoover Family donated their time and materials to make
the horsehead frames that we sold in December. Thank you to
everyone who helped transform the frames into a festive horse
head wreath.
...won’t be long ’til summer is here. Check out the Summer Camp
dates on our website and get your registration in to reserve your
spot!
...SRA was once again
selected to be one of two
recipients of the Merck,
Sharp and Dohme Federal
Credit Union Charity Cow
Plop held in the fall. We
are so grateful for the
generosity of MSDFCU and
for their support of our
program. This relationship
also makes the SRA family
eligible to open an account
with them. See the office for details.

2015 Volunteer Appreciation Day: Volunteer Rodeo
October 26 was Homecoming and Volunteer Appreciation Day. This year
we decided to invite the SRA horses to join us for a little down time and
play time at Volunteer Rodeo 2015!
First of all, we ate lunch, because nutrition is important for our strength.
And there was so much potluck on the table, how could you not partake?
Since we love the outdoors, we set up our Foodie Tables in the middle
pasture on a gorgeous fall day. Evansburg Park was in full-color glory. We
lassoed steer heads, rodeo bounced on exercise ball races, and ate baked
Crescent hot diggity dogs, with melted cheese, please. Salsa, chili, soups,
homemade snacks, salads, apples, caramels, desserts, and, well, more
desserts.
Volunteers came to stay or stopped by for as long as they could. But soon
we each had a horse on lead line encouraging them through a maze of
obstacles in the outdoor arena. The course was designed to enlighten and
bring awareness to ourselves and horses. The expressions on both the
volunteer and the horse were priceless! We trekked across noisy tin cans,
used a tarp every which way possible, backed out of treacherous trails,
stood steely at critter crossings and ping pong pass! Favorite of all was
crossing the mattress. Yes mattress. For a horse to step on a surface that
springs up with each step takes courage, curiosity, and trust. Relationships
grew and minds were blown beyond daily routine. The horses favorite by
far was bobbing for apples in the kiddie pool. Was it all worth it? Oh yeah.
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